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editorial
Still Trying to Swim Upstream
As we are all struggling to stay
in the game as it were, consider the
plight of those just starting. They
have been frozen out of their classes, lessons, clubs, recreation centers, etc. They haven’t their own
equipment to set up and shoot at
home, so what can be done to keep
up their interest? On the cover you
will see young master Levon Wills
shooting a Faux Bow Pro by
Marky Sparky. In our next issue we
will have a review of that device.
Clearly such things can keep up
the interests of beginners and are
worth the cost if they do just that.
More next time.
In this issue we cover a plethora of
topics, as usual, but we are still, like
you, coping with the pandemic.
When I heard that Bob Ryder is
still putting on major tournaments, in-person, both indoors
and outdoors(!) I plead with him
to write about how he is doing
that. Even though he is busier than
a herd of cats, he graciously complied and he provides a template,
at a bare minimum, as to how
other tournament directors can
also pull this off . . . safely, of
course.
Tom Dorigatti continues in
this issue his personal history of
compound bows he began some
time ago. That he has most of the
old equipment he is profiling I can
attest to. (I have seen his
garage/workspace.) This time he is
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addressing apertures used with the
early compound (and recurve) bow
sights. There seem to be a great
many people who do not know
that the first archers to shoot with
bow sights (including peep sights)
and release aids were recurve
archers.
When James Park was
addressing the aerodynamic principles of arrows in flight I asked
him a question related to golf. Golf
balls are “dimpled” which improves
the aerodynamics of a flying golf
ball immensely, so had anyone
thought of dimpling arrows?
Again, if you think you have a new
idea about archery equipment that
no one has thought of before, it
has been. (I recall an experiment in
which arrows with heavier nock
ends than point ends were created
to see what the effect would be.
One, they turned around in midflight and flew backwards and two,
this experiment was done in the
1930s! In any case the doctor is in
the house and he will explain why
dimpling arrows is not a good idea.
Hugh Soar has been in and
out of hospital (he is back in)
recently, but has come up with an
article about the novel limb cross
sections the wood bow makers in
the UK experimented with, trying
to come up with recreational bows
that were both effective and pleasant to shoot.
Randi Smith provides a most
welcome Q and A session regard-

ing the Paralympics and other
competitions for archers with disabilities. William Moltzan, our inhouse mad scientist, has come up
with a compound bow stabilizer
bar design that can be made fairly
simply but which is very versatile.
And our mental game guru in
Germany, Markus Wagner, has
provided an article on hacking
your own biological systems to
your advantage.
The AER folks have contributed a pair of articles (always
one for coaches, the other for
archers) addressing compensations
and other deviations from textbook form that can prove useful.
We hope that you enjoy this
issue and are staying safe and
healthy!
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their own potential to achieve their best possible
results. Cheers from Sankt Augustin, Germany

James Park says “I have three degrees in engineering from Monash University, and I have
always taken what you might call an “engineering approach” to my sport. I have never
been happy to do things a certain way simply
because that was what others did. My first
approach to a scientific understanding of
archery was back in about 1966 when I tried
to use the spacing of my sight markings to calculate my arrow velocity. In the early 1970s I
carefully studied the biomechanics of archery in
relation to optimising technique. My Ph.D.
thesis was based upon archery studies.
“My high scores for World Archery target
are 1385 for compound and 1324 for recurve
(on the 1440 Round , formerly the FITA
International Round) and for World Archery
field 357.
“I have coached a number of top-level
archers who have represented Australia in
World Championships and in the Olympic
Games.”
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The Quest to
See More Clearly
—>>

Pins, Prisms, & Scopes, Pt 1 <<—
by Tom Dorigatti

In my last series of articles, I concluded: “Over
the past several articles we have gone through how
cable guards became a requirement with a closed twin
cam system and how, even today, some 40 years later,
cable guards are still evolving. They have gone one
way, and then back again, only to come back around
to what was working 35 years ago. Many manufacturers are back to straight cable guard rods with Delrin
or plastic glides; the big difference being the rods are
mostly carbon rods on today’s compounds. The roller
guards are still evolving, with Elite coming forth with
an adjustable, TLR system that should really help get
the cable clearance to allow the shooter to shoot any
diameter shaft without having to cut corners or stay
away from higher profile vanes or feathers due to lack
of clearance. None of us know what the next sets of
variants are going to be with regard to the quest for
the ‘perfect cable guard.’”
The same can be said for the ever elusive, “Perfect
Scope Housing and Optics,” a quest that is also still
ongoing. A common cliché used to describe the top
archers’ prowess is that “It matters not how large the
bullseye is; if they can see it, they can learn to hit it
nearly every time.” That statement says a lot; either in
or out of context. The important parts of the statement can really be broken down more bluntly as follows: the actual size of the bullseye doesn’t matter,”
along with, “if they can see it, they can learn to hit it
nearly every time.” This can be a bit misleading
because some top shooters have a lot of scope magnification while others find too much magnification to
be a liability to them. Since everyone in a competition
is shooting to hit the exact same bullseye, the actual
size does not matter. It is true, however that if they
can see it, they can learn to hit it every time (or nearly
every time).
This article will focus upon pins/apertures,
prisms, and scopes. However, I’m not going to go
through the hundreds of different pins/apertures,
prisms and scopes that have been used for the past 60
6

years or so. Once again, I could write a separate book
on each of those categories. I am going to go through
those with which I have had personal experience since
I started shooting some 65 years ago; at first without
any sights and then the “raw beginnings” with some
sort of sighting mechanism. It seems that today, there
are literally hundreds of variants of scope housings,
lenses, types of lenses, and a host of other variables
with regard to “dots,” circles, “grinds;” you name it.
There is way too much to begin to digest here.
Time for a True Story
Of course, I have to start out with a story. It must
have been around 1961 or so when I had my first
introduction to field archery. I had a Ben Pearson
solid fiberglass bow that was supposedly 50# @ 28˝
drawlength. I had learned enough on my own that I
had put on a tied in nocking point in order to always
have the arrow nocked at the same point on the
string. I was “gap shooting” and had taken many a
cotton-tailed rabbit and prairie dog with that bow. I
was shooting cheap cedar arrows, 11⁄32˝ in diameter
and was pretty accurate out to about 25 yards; at least
good enough to harvest bunny wabbits for dinner, ha.
One evening a friend and I were up on the range and
ran across a gentleman that was out practicing. He
was shooting a really nice recurved bow with a sight
on it. He was left-handed, too, so that added to my
interest. I asked him about the bow sight he was
using. I don’t remember the brand. What I do
remember is that he was using this thingy called a
“prism” so he could see the target better and get to the
long ones so his arrow didn’t hit the sight aperture.
Then, to my surprise, he asked me if I wanted to
shoot his bow, using his arrows. I jumped at the
opportunity. He set his sight to the 30 yard target that
was next and told me to go ahead and use the sight to
aim at the target. It was, to say the least weird, but
really cool! I managed to at least hit the target all four
times in the white area and once in the center dot. (At
Archery Focus

the time I didn’t know that I had scored a “20” on that
target.) That was the first, and only time I ever shot a
bow with a prism sight. The next time I shot target
archery was in 1968 and it wasn’t with a prism sight
on my bow, but rather something “new.” But, here I
go getting ahead of myself again.
Apertures
Even before the advent of the short lasting prism
sights, and along with straight pins, there were many
variables of apertures with most adapted to fit the
bow sights of the day, the Merrill and the “newer”
Reynolds bow sights, among others. The first photo
(below) depicts several of the double wire apertures
that were available even as late as 1975. Realize that
no optics magnification is allowed for Olympic competition; not then and certainly not now. It is by
design that I skip around with regard to the apertures
and bow sights that I first used. Of those varied apertures that were available even into the mid- 1970’s,
most were updated to fit today’s sights, but the mechanism hasn’t changed one iota.

of the aperture. Notice also, there were round peep
sights available too. That is because back then, for
NFAA sponsored events, Peep sights and bubbles
were allowed in competition in the Freestyle
Shooting class! Not many shooters started shooting
compound bows much until releases were legalized in
1970 so these were shot on recurve bows!
If you look at the next photo, there are several
bow sights depicted; Merrill, Bjorn, Scor-Mor, and
Tru-Tension sights, all using the double wire aperture
ring with up pin or down pin. The double wire construction was needed to stabilize the wire and to keep
that part from breaking.

Sight Apertures, Martin Catalog, 1975

The next photo depicts apertures and pins for the
Merrill Bow Sight (courtesy of the Archery History
website). Note the double-wire construction and the
types of apertures; most with a post/dot in the center

Merrill, Bjorn, Scor-Mor, Tru-Tension sights, Courtesy of
ArcheryHistory.com

Personally, I never did have a Merrill sight
mounted on any of my bows. I was given a beautiful
recurved bow by your Editor, Steve Ruis, that does
have a Merrill bow sight mounted on it, however. The
next photo shows some 1950’s Sights and Prisms
(courtesy of Archery History website) You will note
that many of the bows depicted show the bow sight
mounted on the face of the riser closest to the shooter.
There were a couple of reasons. First, the arrows back
in the 1950’s were mostly Port Orford cedar or heavy
aluminum arrows. Thus, if the sight was mounted on
Merrill Bow Sight, Courtesy of ArcheryHistory.com
Archery Focus
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the face of the bow, the archer may not be able to get
70 or 90 meters on the sight without having the arrow
hit the sight aperture. Secondly, it was much easier for
the archer to set the sight to the next yardage without
having to twist the bow around to see the sight settings.
Prisms
I am not about to try to explain about lenses, prisms,
parallax, concave lenses, convex lenses, focal length
and the host of other technical things involved with
optics. This is way beyond my expertise and beyond
the scope of this article. If you are interested, you can
read up on prisms by typing in this link (http://experiencevelocity.com/static_exentriqdotcom/documents/Zeiss_83466/825b9e6c-ca80-490f-9c2b-e87b
3ecc2612.pdf ) to get a general idea of how prisms
work. It will also explain why those lenses in the photos are shaped the way that they are:
Side Note In reading up on prisms, I found this bit
of most interesting information: “Prismatic” rifle
scopes are now the in thing and supposedly the best
thing since sliced bread for rifle scopes . . . who would
have ever thought that what archers used 60 years ago
would come into play in rifle optics? If you don’t
believe me, Google “prismatic rifle scopes.”
Personal Experience of a Prism Slave I had an
ailment with my vision from the time I was a child. It
is called strabismus. Basically it is “crossed-eyes” and
the correction used for it was . . . you guessed it . . .
prisms in my prescription glasses. As I grew older the
amount of prism placed into my glasses increased
until I finally got to the point there were no further
prismatics left for my prescription glasses. I was having double vision, and worse yet, the two objects were
moving at 45 degrees and diverging from each other!
I would have to constantly blink and make bow
movements to get back on the correct target face.
Imagine looking down range and seeing 10 spots
instead of 5 spots and one set of 5 was moving up and
to the right. Impossible to look at anything for more
than a second or two with both eyes open and not
have the images split into two images.
Three years ago, I had surgery to correct the
problem. The surgeon called it a “wheel alignment,”
which in essence involved detaching particular muscles, shortening them and reattaching them. I no
longer see double, I can line things up vertically and
horizontally, and obviously my glasses no longer have
any prism in them to correct the alignment and double vision. Finally after 70 years plus, I am “prism
8

free.” Talk about an adjustment! Things are now
where they really are and not where my brain tells me
they are. I am still adjusting to things. In racquetball,
I never used to whiff the ball because I had learned to
compensate for it. Now, the ball is really where it is,
but my brain still isn’t seeing it that way, so I actually
miss (or whiff ) the ball, or hit it on the edges of the
racquet. I had learned to compensate for this, and
now I don’t have to. My brain is all confused, haha.
I already have described my one and only experience with shooting a prism on a bow sight. I didn’t
describe that the image that I saw differed immensely
from where it actually was and where I was seeing it
through the prism; a weird sensation. Apparently
back in the early 1960’s, prisms became very popular
for field shooters. Prisms could be obtained in 2, 4, 6
and even 8 degree prisms. Of course anything optical
like that does have distortion of the viewed image
along with the “parallax” common to all lenses, but
those effects were worse with prismatic lenses. The
next series of photos shows what the prisms looked
like and one has a dime inserted to give you an indication as to the size of the lens. Note the double wire
construction. In addition, the prism you are trying to
use does require a different focal length, so it was an
experiment to find out which prism would work for
you based upon how far the lens was from your eye, or
eyeglasses. That still holds true with today’s scopes,
too. (Another subject!). Fun and games.
If you are interested, you can read up on prisms by

Prisms: 2° (top), 4° (middle) and 8° (bottom), the bottom two photos
courtesy of Roger Wheaton
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typing in this link in a browser window (if the hotlink
doesn’t work) to get a general idea of how prisms
work. It will also explain why those lenses in the photos are shaped the way that they are:
http://experiencevelocity.com/static_exentriqdotcom/documents/Zeiss_83466/825b9e6c-ca80-490f9c2b-e87b3ecc2612.pdf
Be advised this is only raw beginnings to how the
optics used in archery is designed. By the way, the size
of the dot in the optical center of the prism was not
just happen stance. That size was “calculated” for
good reason.
Eventually, Victor Prisms came up with a housing
into which Victor prisms could be fitted. You will
note the larger diameter/field of view. That got
another idea rolling for things to come very, very
soon. They also made extra large prism lenses along

Victor Prisms, Martin Catalog, 1975

with Merrill Adapters to hold the lenses. Note the
cross-hairs with a dot at the cross.
The Author’s Bow Sight Experiences
So much for prisms, they were forerunners of better
things to come for optics in the archery world. Now
back to apertures for a bit.
Bear Premier Built In Bow Sight My parents
bought me a Bear Temujin recurve bow as a graduation present. I had been shooting Barebow with a
Bear Grizzly recurve bow that was rated 50# @ 28˝.
The Temujin had a brand spanking new sight that
was actually built right into the sight window of the
bow. It was called the “Bear Premier Built in Bow
Sight.” It was obviously adjustable for windage and
elevation, but had no bubble built in. As you can see
from the photograph below, it was an open aperture
sight with an up pin. The photo pictured shows a Bear
Bristle arrow rest and an adjustable Mylar pressure
point. My Temujin came with the optional Bear
Magnetic Rest. The arrow support arm collapsed
inwards upon the launch of the shot and then reset
itself back outwards with the magnet after the arrow
had passed. This bow sight was problematical in that
normally you could only shoot one or two arrows and
then you had to check the sight that it hadn’t moved.
Continued on the Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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In addition, either you made a chart and used the
numbers marked on the sight, or you put a small piece
of tape on the other side and marked that with a fine
tipped pen or pencil. I soon discovered that not having a bubble on the field course that I was shooting
was a big problem. There was another problem with
the bow itself, but I won’t mention it because Bear
Archery replaced the bow with a brand new one. In
the interim, I had purchased a Wing Presentation 1

marking the yardage tape, thus eliminating any overlaps. Notice the double wire Aperture with a down
pin and bubble glued on the bottom. What? No 3rd

Reynolds Sight No. 1, Courtesy of Pat Dorigatti

Bear Premier Built-In Bow Sight, Courtesy of ArcheryHistory.com

and a Reynolds bow sight to go along with that bow.
Reynolds Bow Sight I ended up with a Reynolds
bow sight on my Wing Presentation 1 recurve bow,
mostly due to the fact that all of the sight shooters in
the club were using the Reynolds bow sight. This
sight, unlike the Bear Premier Sight allowed for an
overall adjustment of the vertical bar for the times
when the brace height of the bow changed or something in my form had changed and I needed to correct
the “yardage” for that. It allowed one adjustment for
compensation on the vertical, an easier adjustment for
windage, and I could use an aperture with a bubble.
All were a near perfect fit for shooting on the field
range. I mounted the sight on the front of the bow.
You can see from the photo (below) that the sight
marks were done on adhesive tape with a pen.
Individual marks were all the way across for all 10yard increments and half-way across in red for the 5yard increments. Some people used the window in the
slider to mark the settings, but personally I found it
cleaner and easier to use the top of the slider for
10

and 4th axis adjustments? Nope.
I shot many 500+ field and hunter round scores
with the Wing Presentation 1 and fingers on the string
with that Reynolds bow sight. Of course, the rules in
the NFAA also allowed the use of a peep sight, kisser
button, and a bubble. I had yet to see any optical
scopes. It would be some five years before I purchased
my first scope with a lens. Even then, I kept an open
aperture on hand and set up for targets where there
was too much glare to see through a scope. There I go
again, getting ahead of myself and getting off subject;
or am I?
You see back then all of the individual sight
marks were each shot in and marked on a tape with a
fine tipped pencil or ball point pen. There wasn’t such
a thing as sight mark computer software that made
you a reliable sight marks tape to place on the bow
sight. Making things even more difficult was that if
the brace height of the bow changed during the competition, the sight marks went kaput along with it. So,
something was needed to allow the shooter to compensate for the changes in temperature and/or brace
height during the shooting round. The Reynolds,
unlike its predecessors, allowed for that. Yes, we
“slipped” the peep sight too, but found that doing that
messed with the kisser button and your head position.
I might add that my peep sight and kisser button were
homemade.
The NorScopes from
Pat Norris of Bonnie Bowman, Early 1970’s
I was totally unaware of the optical scopes coming
onto the scene in spite of actually living in
Sacramento, California, not far from the Bonnie
Bowman archery shop and Pat Norris. Everyone in
Archery Focus

the club was still shooting with open apertures; most
with recurve bows and release aids. Me? I was still
shooting with fingers on the string. Pat Norris began
working on the Norris scopes in early 1970s. I think
the first one was called the 300 Aperture Scope. It
came in 2, 4, and 6 “power.” As you can see from the
photo, the amber lens had a circle on it instead of a
“dot.” However, the dot in the middle was also available. The notable thing about the scope was that it
had a larger field of view; that is if you want to call
5⁄8˝ inside diameter large!
Pat Norris said that he started designing and
working on it in 1971 and put it on the market in
1972. In addition Pat had an acetate sheet of aiming
systems, anything from dots, to circles to cross-hairs
printed up which fit against the lens and were held in
place by the rubber washer. (See the photo of the
Killian Chek-It Sight below, there is one in that
photo.) Note the price of the “Scope Sight” depicted
in the photos just below; $19.95 in 1975 dollars is
equivalent to $97.00 today, an inflation of 386.21%.
Something interesting, though, is that in 1975 the
inflation rate was 9.13%. If things hold, the current
inflation rate is only 1.40%. If this number holds,
$19.95 today will be equivalent in buying power to
$20.23 next year. Another thing to check out is the
diameter of the lens is smaller than the man’s thumb

300 Aperture Scope by Pat Norris, Courtesy of Pat Dorigatti

300 Aperture Scope with 2 and 4 power lens (in amber) by Pat Norris

options, but the lenses could be changed much easier;
you just unscrewed the scope body, took out one lens
and exchanged it for another. Once again, it had a
“larger” field of view; a sign of things to come. The
“hooded” barreled scopes had arrived. I personally
never did shoot with this scope, but my father did; he
was a collector of things like this, and now my brother

Bonnie Bowman, 300 Aperture Scope, ca. early 1970’s

which is still larger than the dime-sized prism.
Pat improved upon the 300 Aperture Scope with
his NorScope 560. I had pretty much the same
Archery Focus

NorScope 560 by Pat Norris

Pat is taking up the slack.
Continued on the Next Page
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The Killian Chek-It Bow Sight,
Apertures, and Scopes
I purchased my first Killian Chek-It Bow Sight with a
drop pin aperture in late 1972. I shot with a Killian
Chek-It Bow Sight from then up until late 1996. It
would be unfair not to show the full blown Killian
Chek-It sight and then go into the sighting mechanisms that became available soon afterwards! The first
one I got didn’t have the worm gear for finer movement of the block vertically. I did add that on later.
The sight block itself went through many upgrades in
order to help prevent sight block movement from
shot to shot. I will save those iterations concerning
the scope block for a future article.
As a side note, it became a standing joke about
the name of the sight, “Yep, It’s a Killian Chek-It. Set
the sight, shoot a shot, Check It again.” I shot all of
my personal best scores indoors and outdoors using a
Chek-It Bow Sight. Rather than show you the three
Chek-It sights/iterations I have, I found a photo that
shows the “features” as close to the first ones that I
could find.

different scope in 1981 or somewhere about then. The
only bad thing I found with the Killian scopes was
that initially, as with most scopes of the time, the
“dot” was placed upon the lens in water soluble ink.
Not good for shooting in the rain; the dot would wash
off. I was quick to figure out a better system and that
is when I started making my own dots out of reflective bumper tape. I preferred using the bumper tape
rather than a toothpick and reflective pink or orange
paint because I could customize the dot size exactly.
While other competitors were having their dots wash
off in the rain, I was shooting right along, never having my dot wash away. In addition to the Killian
Scope, I always kept a sight block in my quiver that
was set up with the always faithful Killian Aperture
with a drop pin and bubble on top. I used that often
to cover for those shots when the glare was too
intense for me to see the target clearly with my Killian
Scope. I would just swap out blocks, shoot the target
and switch back again. This did save my bacon more
than once. The next photos show my trusty Killian
Drop Pin Aperture with top bubble more clearly.

Killian 7580 Chek-It Bow Sight from Bear Catalog

So, now let’s get right down to the skinny. Why
did I bring up the Killian Chek-It Bow Sight? First off,
I shot with the bow sight from 1972 until 1996.
Secondly, I used the Killian Drop Pin Aperture with
bubble on top as a backup for bad lighting for nearly
as long. Lastly, the first real scope I ever used was
none other than a Killian Chek-It Scope. Mine was a
.75 diopter scope (6 power), which had a black housing. I also owned one with a white housing, which
was a 1.0 diopter (8 power), but didn’t like it as much.
I used the Killian scope from 1974 until going to a
12

Killian Chek-It Sight Pins and Scope, Courtesy of ArcheryHistory.com

Killian Drop Pin Aperture

It is important to note that all of the apertures
and scopes up until the late 1980 had 8⁄32˝
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scope/aperture rods. Once the bow speed got up into
the 270+ fps range and the bows had more vibration,
the 8⁄32˝ rods started breaking with regularity. So
most rods are now 10⁄32˝ and also fully supported so
that they don’t snap off from so much vibration and
metal fatigue. I have a couple of Killian drop pin apertures in 10⁄32˝. I have used them for 3-D shooting.
The Stanislawski Scopes
Mel Stanislawski is well known for his release aids,
but in the 1980’s he also made Stanislawski scopes.
They were quality scopes, very clear, light weight, and
had a good bubble in them. Initially the dots washed
away (no problem for me, I just put on my stick on
tape dots), but they soon came with a fluorescent
insert that always gave you clear vision of the “dot” in
the scope. The housing was stainless steel as was the
8⁄32˝ rod. They came in 2X, 4X, 6X, and 8X. For me,
the 8X was too blurry; even with a clarifier. (Nope, I
won’t talk about clarifiers in this article! I will say that
the current rage isn’t anything new. “Power-peeps”
were available in the 1970’s). The Stan scope was the
replacement for the Killian Chek-It scope I had used
for many years. It had much better clarity and the
bubble wasn’t as “fast” as the bubble in the Killian. It
could be used right- or left-handed, but note that the
“dot” was optically centered which made it appear off
center in relation to the bubble. Not a big deal. The
inside diameter was 7⁄8˝, which is smaller than the
Killian, but the scope, being without the barrel was
much easier to see with. For glare, many of us made
our own removable hoods that we could Velcro onto
the top of the housing. It helped a lot and was especially useful if it was raining. With the dot ground
into the lens and filled with the fluorescent plastic,
the dot lit up like a candle. You always saw your dot,
for sure. It didn’t wipe away, fall off or get moved

Stanislawski Scope
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when you wiped down the lens to get off raindrops.
Later versions of the Stanislawski scope had slots
cut into the top and bottom of the housing and the
black liner and bubble mount was replaced with
translucent plastic. This “lit up” the permanent fluorescent dot even more.

“New” Stanislawski Scope, 8X

Conclusion
We have looked at but a handful of the many variants
of apertures and “early” scopes that became available
to aid us archers in being able to better see what it is
that we are striving to hit.
I say again, “It matters not how large the bullseye
is; if they can see it, they can learn to hit it nearly
every time.” That statement says a lot; either in or out
of context. The important parts of the statement can
really be broken down more bluntly as follows: the
actual size of the bullseye doesn’t matter,” along with,
“if they can see it, they can learn to hit it nearly every
time.” I said I would deal mostly with the apertures
and “scopes” with which I have had the most experience. I have brought you to the point of which scope
I was using until I made a major change in everything
I was doing archery-wise. This is a perfect cut-off
point for leading in to my next article. In 1984, I
made a complete changeover in everything I was
shooting with from my bow, to my release aid, to the
scope I was using, and yes, even my quiver! I did
retain one thing. I retained my trusted Killian Chek-It
Bow Sight.
That quest for the “perfect scope and perfect
optics” is a continuing process. It hasn’t let up and
there are no signs of it letting up any time soon. I
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don’t even want to count the different variants of
scopes, lenses, powers of scopes, aiming reticles, dots,
Circles and other paraphernalia seen as something to
help us gain even one more X in a scoring round. One
thing for certain is that you can no longer purchase a
decent archery scope for $19.95. Another thing for
certain is that the housing diameters for nearly all the
quality scopes on the market are way larger than 5⁄8˝,
too. The photo below is a small, and I mean small collage of early scope models from the 1970’s and 1980’s.

You now know what the NorScope 560 is and
who invented it!
In parting, I’m attaching an old item that never
really caught on (see bottom of left column). Can you
identify this item and its function?
Good shooting. Be safe, be well!
Tom Dorigatti
P.S. Thanks goes to Roger Wheaton, Pat Dorigatti,
Peter Dorigatti, my father, John Dorigatti (may he
R.I.P) and of course the Archery History Website for
sharing photos. Without those photos, I would have
been at a loss to come up with the items as easily. It is
so much better to have things you either had or used
that are still in active hands.

Early Scope Collage, Courtesy of Roger Wheaton

Till We Meet Again
This has been fun, and has taught me something: I
have too much old and archaic archery equipment
lying around! Believe it or not, I really have started to
clean out a lot of the useless archery stuff I have lying
in drawers and boxes. Even if they are old arrow
nocks, nuts, bolts, NIBB target points, and other antiquated items.

14
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Focusing on
Cross Sections
On Bows and Bowyers . . .
by Hugh D.H. Soar
As we well know from Roger Ascham’s seminal
work Toxophilus, published in 1545, recreational
archery was a pleasure enjoyed by many and for this
exercise bows distinct from what was then the current
war bow were, we have presumed, produced by
bowyers of the Worshipful Company of Bowyers.
What Ascham does not comment upon or
describe in detail is the style of bow in use for recreation, known as the Butt or Mark Bow. He specifically avoids mention of it’s making, commenting that “of
the makinge of the bowe I will not greatly meddle, lest I
shoulde seeme to enter into another man’s occupation.”
Although we know much about the 16th century
warbow from examination of those recovered from
the warship Mary Rose, we have only slight knowledge of recreational bows of that period, since no
known examples survive. However, from an archaeological excavation at Acton Court, Gloucestershire,
two juvenile bows have been recovered, and study of
these provides an indication of their adult counterparts.
One bow is ogival in profile, and reflects the
shape of the 16th century military weapon; the other,
with flat back and rounded belly closely resembles the
section of the recreational “English” longbow of today,
itself exemplifying that of the past three centuries. On
this slightest of evidence rests our knowledge of
Ascham's contemporary Butt Bow. In passing it is
interesting that the young owner was able to practice
both long-distance shooting with his replica war
weapon and butt shooting for pleasure.
During the 16th century four bow types were present: those for warfare, for hunting (the curiously
titled “Turkie” bow ), for recreation (butt and mark
shooting) all these being well-made by skilled master
Archery Focus

bowyers, and the country or drovers’ bow, shaped
locally from the bough of a tree and used by forest
dwellers and cattle drovers. This latter is mentioned
disparagingly in the Littel Geste of Robyn Hode where
one used by Little John in defence, against a posse of
foresters, broke and “fell down at his foot.”
Although “bough bows” have gained an unwelcome reputation for breaking, if well made and nurtured they will withstand fair wear and tear equally
with their senior partners from the bole. The writer
possesses two fine examples made by a master of his
craft, Richard (Dick) Galloway, from the bough of a
16th century yew tree planted by Mary Queen of
Scots.
Dick was a fountain of knowledge and was free
with it. He was a superb craftsman, and made a multitude of bows. In one of many letters we exchanged,
he remarked on recreational bow sections, selecting
the D-shape for a longbow as “standard.” Although
never apprenticed himself, he had the ear of bowyers,
and told me once of how the Victorian bowyer
explained the problem of bow weight/section shape to
those he instructed.
“A six foot ‘D’ shaped ‘high stacked’ self-yew bow of
45 lbs d/w with arrows from 4s to 4s 6d (pennyweight)
has an average range of 190 yards. That is about 4 ½
yards per pound. Thus:
40 lbs = 180 yards @ 4 ½ yds per lb. 45 lbs = 190 yds.
50 lbs = 210 yds.
Assuming this rate of efficiency, a 56 lb bow should
reach 225 yds,
A 60 lb bow - 240 yds and a 65 lb bow 260 yards.
But, they don’t! Due to the increasing mass of bows
above 50 lbs, which is required to build-up ’poundage, the
Continued on the Next Page
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Limb cross-sections as described by Richard (Dick) Galloway

desired increase in cast is cancelled out and thus reverts
them to the performance of a 50 pounder and some times
less. The ‘D’ shaped section is at its most efficient at 45/50
lbs, and that is why it is used for sporting bows.
Dick mentioned that the old bowyers did not use
the term longbow. They referred to bows as stacked,
deep or shallow section, thus, the longbow was highstacked. The flat-bow, with curved belly-shoulders was
low-stacked.
Of the varied cross sections, Dick comments on five,
the flat - good commercially, low breakage, but never
popular, with low performance; low stacked and cambered, rectangular; wedge, an early commercial
attempt to lighten bow limbs by reducing belly width
without losing poundage. High stacked and cambered,
rectangular, the draw-weight gained by thickness and
depth (i.e. with rounded belly the longbow) and
Flemish, another attempt to lighten bow limbs by
introducing a concave back. A further two, not mentioned by Dick are the ogival with curved back, belly
and sides, and the papingo, with doubly concave back.
Each was considered to be a longbow and marketed as
such, being accepted for club use and competition (see
illustrations above).
Dick correctly refers to increasing mass as
inhibiting an increase in cast but, what are the limitations imposed by mass, and how in fact does a bow
work?
Engineering physicist and practical archer Paul
Klopsteg takes us through the mechanics of the longbow in a series of articles within Archery – The
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Technical Side a book published in 1947 by the U.S.
National Field Archery Association. He looked carefully at the stacked profile of the conventional
English recreational weapon, and pronounced it
faulty in both principle and design. He reasoned that
a bow should have “proper action,” that is, to propel
an arrow with maximum cast for a given draw length.,
without interference from contact with the bow limb.
It is easy to demonstrate however that the design
of the conventional recreational bow section is fundamentally wrong and does not adequately satisfy this
“proper action.”
In a bow limb, the stresses imposed on the wood—
tension on the back and compression on the belly—are
directly proportional to the distance of each from the
“neutral axis,” that is, the point at which the two properties meet.
Now, wood has severe limitations in compressive
strength, and the force it will withstand before reaching
an elastic point of failure and “crysalling.” This is however considerably less than the corresponding failure of
tension; a forecast of belly failure being “taking a
set/following the string.”
However, the tensile strength of the back, the sap
wood, is considerably greater than that of the heart
wood of the belly. Accordingly, Klopsteg argues, the
distance of the back from the neutral axis should be
greater than that of the belly, which in the case of the
accepted recreational longbow it clearly is not. With
the present section, the distribution of compressive
force is up to 40% greater than that of tensile force. A
distribution which logically should be reversed.
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He comments that a
Mack’s bow, for on the
more appropriate section
upper limb are five faint
would be an ellipse,
but distinct pin pricks in
although he feels that a
‘steeple’ form, similar in
radical alteration is desirposition and shape to that
able, and opts for the new
used by bow makers of an
Other cross-sections of various shapes and designs
rectangular section introearlier century. There is
duced a little earlier by Forrest Nagler, from which circumstantial evidence for Mack to have been one of
emerged the flat bow, colloquially the American Flat a line of bowyers extending to times when this was
Bow to distinguish it from the traditional British common practice – his continuance an acknowledgeLongbow. Although faced with Klopsteg’s logic, pre- ment of that legacy.
dictably the British Long-bow Society dismissed this
attack on long-established tradition and continued as Hopefully this brief glance at the traditional weapon
before.
will have proved of interest. Those curious to know
As an aside, the distribution of tensile and com- more of Archery—The Technical Side are recommendpressive properties in an early recreational longbow ed to acquire and study this fascinating book; there is
recently acquired by the writer varies from the accept- much within to satisfy even the most ardent archery
ed norm and goes some way to satisfying Klopsteg’s physicist.
conclusion. Although the maker, London bowyer
John Mack (1825), sticks to the conventional section
shape, he has incorporated sap and heart wood in
equal proportion within his self-yew bow (see illustration below). This is not the only curious thing about

The Mack Bow, built by John Mack ca 1825)
Archery Focus
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Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Should Arrows
Be Dimpled?
Should Arrows or Arrow Points be Dimpled Like Golf Balls?
by James Park, Ph.D.
Golf balls travel much further if they have a dimpled
surface. Perhaps arrows should also have dimples? It is
an interesting question that frequently arises. First it
is useful to consider why golf balls do better if they
have dimples.
The forces on a golf ball in flight are due to gravity and aerodynamic drag and lift. Drag acts in line
with the ball’s motion and lift perpendicular to that.
If the ball is moving very slowly the air moves
apart at the front of the ball, goes around the surface
to the back and joins again. The air pressure at both
the front and the rear will
be equal to the ambient
pressure. So, in that situation we have the ambient
pressure pushing on the
front of the ball to slow it
down and the ambient pressure pushing on the back to
speed it up, and they balance. Hence, for extremely
low speeds the drag is zero.
If we speed the ball up a little, the air flow still
moves apart at the front of the ball, but we get an
increased pressure acting to slow the ball down due to
the air piling up in front of the ball. The air still moves
around the ball, just not fast enough to keep the pressure at normal. Once it gets past the ball’s maximum
diameter the air is moving into an area of lower pressure. The air tends to follow around the surface of the
ball but the lateral acceleration it needs to follow the
ball’s surface increases the further it goes. Eventually
the air is not able to follow the ball’s surface and it
separates. We then have a low-pressure area behind

the ball that also tends to slow it down. So, we now
have both the higher pressure at the front and the
lower pressure at the rear both acting to slow the ball.
If the ball has an even higher speed, the airflow
separates from the surface sooner after it passes the
ball’s maximum diameter. That results in a larger area
of low pressure behind the ball and higher drag, so the
ball slow slows down even faster.
The trick, then, is to find a way to keep the flow
following around the ball’s surface past the maximum
diameter for as far as possible. Then, the area of low
pressure will be smaller, the
drag will be lower, and the
ball will travel further. The
dimples simply create a turbulent airflow rather than a
smooth airflow, and that
helps the air follow the
ball’s surface for longer
around the back of the ball
and hence lowers the drag.
The ball also spins as it
comes off the golf club and this provides lift which
also helps it go further. The dimples assist in that area
as well, again through keeping the airflow more
attached to the ball.
So, for a golf ball, dimples are a very good thing.
By some measurements they double the distance that
would be possible for a ball with no dimples.
Arrows are different.
At the front of an arrow the airflow is at first
smooth (laminar). The nature of the flow depends on
the Reynolds number for the flow, which is the ratio

“So, for a golf ball, dimples are
a very good thing. By some
measurements they double the
distance that would be possible
for a ball with no dimples.
Arrows are different.”
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of inertial forces to viscous forces within the flow.
Reynolds number increases as you move along the
shaft from the point and it eventually becomes high
enough that the flow will certainly be turbulent. For
an arrow shot from a typical recurve bow, that will
happen about 120 mm from the point. For an arrow
shot from a compound bow it will happen at about 80
mm from the point.
This is due just to the difference in arrow speed.
The Reynold’s number depends on the flow velocity,
and so the possible length of the laminar flow will
usually differ for recurve and compound bows.
Prior to the distance along the shaft where the
Reynolds number is high enough that the flow will
certainly be turbulent it might be either laminar or
turbulent. For example, if the surface is very smooth
with no abrupt changes the flow might remain laminar until we get to the point where it must change to
turbulent. However, if the surface is rough or changes
in profile too abruptly, turbulent flow can be triggered
earlier than would otherwise be the case.
So, the flow over the front portion of the arrow
shaft could be either laminar or turbulent. The flow
over the majority of the arrow shaft, the vanes and
the nock, will certainly be turbulent. (The turbulent
boundary layer at the rear of the arrow is wide
enough to include the vanes, so they are turbulent,
not laminar).

If we can keep the flow laminar the drag will be
lower (the boundary layer is thinner, so we will be disturbing less air). However, almost all arrow points
provoke turbulent flow right from the front of the
arrow. If the drag is lower the lateral component of
the drag which causes wind drift will also be lower.
Interestingly, the points used by the Australian
Olympic Team which won the bronze medal in Rio in
2016 were specially shaped to keep the flow laminar,
which gave a 10% reduction in wind drift. They came
about as a result of modelling and many measurements I made as part of my Ph.D. studies.
So, dimples for arrows?
Dimples would certainly be counter productive at
the front of the arrow since we would much prefer to
a have laminar flow, not turbulent flow, if possible.
The flow over the rest of the arrow is turbulent in any
case, so dimples would not serve any useful purpose in
that area.
That is, at best, dimples would have no effect. At
worst they would increase drag and wind drift (but
definitely include them on golf balls).
So, now you know.

Need An Archery Book for Kids?
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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COACH

YOURSELF!
Sometimes you don’t have a choice. Sometimes a
coach isn’t available, nor are knowledgeable friends.
But you’ve learned to shoot a little and you want to
get better.
So what can you do?
This book was written with you and your situation in mind. It shows in step-by-step detail how
you can coach yourself to get better. And constantly in the author’s mind was that this book should
help you benefit from coaching if that becomes
available to you.
Coaches look at archers from the outside in
and see things archers can’t because they are busy
shooting. So with some low tech (mirrors) or higher tech (cameras) this book shows you how to get
that outside-in viewpoint, what to look for and
then how to train the changes you want to make in.
While not a complete substitute for a good
coach it can help you get further down the road
than just wishing and hoping that if you keep
shooting you will automatically get better (you
won’t).
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but
on how to coach people to do that better.

New from the
WAF Coaching Library!
Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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Q
Adaptive
Archery 
by Randi Smith
Archery is a great activity. It can be used for recreation, for therapy, for competition, or for all of the
above. It’s fun, almost everyone can do it, and it can
be done as a family or group activity or it can be
done as an individual. People of many different levels can participate together; it can be done inside or
outside, with basic group equipment or fancy individual equipment.
Competition is available at many levels starting
with club shoots and going all the way to international events like the Paralympic Games. Regional
multi-disability, multi-event competitions, such as
the Endeavor Games, Texas Regional Games, and
Thunder in the Valley Games give athletes with
disabilities a chance to try out competition with
others who have disabilities. USA Archery and the
National Field Archery Association (NFAA) both
offer large and small tournaments in which athletes
who have disabilities are welcome to shoot.
What is the difference between the Paralympics and the Special Olympics?
Paralympics and Special Olympics both provide
competition for athletes who have disabilities.
However, the populations served, the activities
offered, and generally their overall purpose are different.
Special Olympics (SO) provides year round
training and competition in many different sports.
The population served is children and adults with
intellectual disabilities (ID). The Special Olympics
(www.specialolympics.org) website states: “The
mission of Special Olympics is to provide yearround sports training and athletic competition in a
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variety of Olympic-type sports for children and
adults with intellectual disabilities, giving them
continuing opportunities to develop physical fitness, demonstrate courage, experience joy and participate in a sharing of gifts, skills and friendship
with their families, other Special Olympics athletes
and the community.”
Special Olympics emphasizes participation and
promotes the ideals of acceptance and inclusion
through sport. There are summer and winter sports
and they go from local to international competition
levels. Athletes train and compete, but there is
more emphasis on participation. At SO competitions athletes are matched with athletes of the same
gender, about the same age, and of about the same
ability (referred to as “divisioning”). There are over
30 Olympic style sports offered.
Paralympics are like the Olympics, being more
about elite competition. (“Para” stands for parallel,
so the Paralympics are parallel (similar) to the
Olympics.) There are six main disability categories:
amputee, cerebral palsy, intellectual impairment,
visually impaired, spinal injuries, and Les Autres
(French for “the others,” a category that includes
conditions that do not fall into the categories mentioned before. Not all categories are included in all
sports. Athletes go through a qualification and
classification system in order to compete at the
Paralympic Games.
The website of the International Paralympic
Committee (www.paralympic.org) states their mission is: “To lead the Paralympic movement, oversee
the delivery of the Paralympic Games and support
members to enable Para Athletes to achieve sportArchery Focus

ing excellence.”
In para-archery, the categories included are
amputees, cerebral palsy, visually impaired, spinal
injuries, and some Les Autres. Athletes go through
a classification process where they are classified
according to their disability (see past articles on
classification). Except for the Paralympic Games,
International Para-archery competition is governed
by World Archery. Archers with visual impairments are included in the World Championships,
but not the Paralympic Games.
How do I make a Paralympic archery team?
The process for making a Paralympic archery team
varies from country to country but is often very
similar to the process for making the Olympic
team. The country must first earn “slots” for the
event. This is usually done at the World
Championships and Continental qualifiers the year
before the Games. If not all slots are distributed at
those events, another event is held. For the USA,
slots for the 2020 Games could be earned at the
World Champions (USA earned three compound
men slots and two recurve men slots). USA can
earn one slot for each of the other categories
(recurve and compound women and W1 men and
women) at the Continental event in Mexico in
March. If we don’t earn them there, we will have
another chance before the Games, probably at the
World Ranking Event in the Czech Republic.
(There are probably going to be some changes to
this process for the Tokyo Games due to some
events being cancelled because of COVID-19.)
In order to make the USA team, the para-athletes will compete at the 2021 Arizona Cup and
Gator Cup. After the Gator Cup, the top eight athletes in each category will continue to the SoCal
Showdown, where the team will be finalized.
(These events will also determine the team for the
2022 World Championships to be held in Dubai in
February.)
The following information applies to events
that are considered Paralympic “pipeline” events.
They are usually run by USA Archery or USA
Archery clubs. There are other archery organizations that have different rules. If you are not in the
USA, check with your National Governing Body
for archery and/or Paralympic sports.
How do I get started?
The best way to get started is to find an archery
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program or archery coach in your area. They very
often have equipment you can try out to find if you
really like the sport. They can also help you find
equipment that fits and is appropriate for your level
and help you adapt it if you need to. Once both you
and the coach decide you are ready, you can start
shooting in competitions.
Can anyone with a disability be an archer?
What is the difference between adaptive
archery and para-archery?
Anyone with a disability can be an archer, but not
all athletes with disabilities will qualify as paraarchers. Para-archers need to fit into one of the categories listed above and they have to go through
classification. Some archers who have disabilities
who don’t classify are called adaptive archers. These
archers may use adaptive equipment (chairs are the
most common), but they shoot with the non-disabled archers.
There are some tournaments open to anyone
with a disability, for example, the Endeavor Games,
and they very often will use different categories or
will add additional categories to the official categories.
What if I don’t classify but I still want to
shoot? What if I need a chair?
At most tournaments it won’t be an issue, but you
may want to call ahead and let the tournament
director know. This way they may be able to make
target assignments in such a way that you won’t
have to move on and off the line after every end.
(This is a good idea for classified archers as well.)
You will need to provide your own chair and it will
need to fit into a regular shooting spot. If you need
someone to pull your arrows, it is your responsibility to bring someone along to do that.
What if I can’t pull my own arrows?
You can have someone else pull your arrows; that
person is usually called an “agent.” The agent can
pull your arrows and they also represent you at the
target. It’s important to note though, that if you
have an agent go to the target for you, you cannot
go to the target. Sometimes the other archers on
the target will pull your arrows for you, but when
possible, it is a better idea to take your agent with
you. Be aware though, that your agent will need a
background check from USA Archery and they will
Continued on the Next Page
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need to take the SafeSport
course, information on
both of these is on the
USA Archery website.

“You can have someone else
pull your arrows; that person is
usually called an ‘agent.’ The
agent can pull your arrows and
they also represent you at the
target.”

Can I shoot in a para
category? How does
classification work?
In order to shoot in a para
category, you do need to
be classified. Classification is usually offered once
or twice a year at USA Archery tournaments.
Occasionally classifiers can meet you in their office
or somewhere else and do the classification. For
some athletes classification is pretty easy. For
example, an amputation is pretty obvious and the
classifier will not need to do other testing.
However, for other archers it may be a longer
process. The classifiers may need to do muscle testing in order to decide how an archer should be classified.
Before the classification there will be medical
forms and other forms that need to be completed
and you will need to send a photo. All of this is
done through USA Archery. Once you are classified, be sure to always keep a copy of the classification form with your archery stuff, you will need it
during equipment inspection. If ’s a good idea to
keep a copy on your phone and a copy in a safe
place.

Are there rules or restrictions on adaptive equipment?
Yes, there are, but you don’t need to worry about
them until you start competing. Your coach should
be able to help you out. An important one when
you start out is to make sure you and your equipment (including chairs and wheelchairs) will fit in
the allotted space (see past articles). When you are
ready to be classified and ready to shoot in national
tournaments, you will need to be aware of the rules.
Where can I get adaptive equipment?
Most of the equipment is standard archery equipment. Usually it is not the archery equipment that
is adapted, it has more to do with the way the bow
is held or the arrow is released. A lot of it is custom
made, even made with the help of occupational
therapists and prosthetists. You could check out the
World Archery and USA Archery pages on
YouTube. Look at the videos from the World
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Archery Para Championships and get some ideas, or
check out USA Archery’s
Adaptive Archery series.
You can also check out the
articles in Archery Focus.

What about anti-doping or
the medications I take?
This is something to be
aware of, but won’t make a big difference until you
start shooting national tournaments. Basically,
there are some medicines and supplements that are
not allowed during archery competitions because
they can affect your performance. If you need to
take one of the medications that is on the notallowed list, there is a process you can go through
to get a Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE).
Getting a TUE can take a while, so be sure to plan
ahead. You can get more information at usantidoping.org
Do kids do para-archery? Do they have different rules?
Most kids will do adaptive archery (see above)
because they aren’t classified. The rules are usually
the same as they are for other kids. There are some
clubs that run programs specifically for kids with
disabilities, but most clubs in the USA will welcome kids with and without disabilities. This is the
same for competitions. Some events, such as Move
United’s Junior Nationals are multi-sport events for
young athletes with physical disabilities. The rules
followed are very close to USA Archery’s Jr.
Olympic rules, with a couple of minor variations.
Currently, USA Archery’s Junior Olympic program ( JOAD) encourages kids with disabilities to
shoot with the non-disabled kids in the appropriate
age and equipment category. There are no rules on
the adaptive equipment allowed, but there are also
no separate para categories. This may change
someday if they get enough interest.
If I started today could I make the 2024 or
2028 Paralympic Games?
A lot of that depends on you and how hard you
want to work! There is a common misconception
that it’s easy to make the Paralympic Archery team,
you just need to have a disability and shoot a bow.
If you’ve read the article to this point, you’ll know
that’s not correct. Here’s what I would suggest:
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1. Find a coach and get
started with regular
lessons. Let the coach
know your goal is the
Paralympics so they
steer you in the right
direction as far as
equipment and competitions.
2. Shoot local competitions and leagues if
they are available as
soon as you are comfortable with that. Create a
regular practice schedule.
3. Learn about your equipment, and keep learning.
Don’t be afraid to tinker, but keep notes so you
know what works and what doesn’t. There’s a lot
of information on the Internet, but you can
probably learn more from your local pro-shop
mechanics and from other archers. Be careful
with internet information, not all of it is accurate.
4. Shoot more competitions and leagues and keep
practicing. Make your practice deliberate—work
on specific things and know what you are working on. A few good arrows is a lot better than

many “just flung” arrows.
Practice up close so you
can work on form.
Remember good process
will lead to better scores.
5.
Get in touch with
USA Archery and/or the
National Coach and find
out if there are any training camps you can attend.
Find the USA Para
Archery Facebook page
and follow it so you know what’s going on. Join
USA Archery and get on their mailing list. The
National Field Archery Association (NFAA)
also does target tournaments, check them out
too.
6. Start attending national tournaments. Find out
when USA Archery will be offering classification and get it done as soon as you can. If you
have it done at one of USA Archery’s events, it
will most likely be considered a “National” classification. That will be fine for USA events, but
you will need to get an “International” classification. This has to be done at an international

“If you have <your classification> done at one of USA
Archery’s events, it will most
likely be considered a ‘National’
classification. That will be fine
for USA events, but you will
need to get an ‘International’
classification.”

Continued on the Next Page

N ew E xp a nde d S econd Edi tion!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on many, many topics.
Nothing was left out of the first edition, even the spirit of archery
was addressed, but we wanted to take it up a notch so we added three
new chapters covering common problems facing Recurve and Compound archers, including a full chapter on target panic. If you are looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Archery Retailers and Online!
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event. A National classification will allow you to
shoot in the para categories at USA Archery
events.
7. Once you are classified and attending national
tournaments, you can start being nationally
ranked. This may change, but currently, if you
are ranked in the top eight in your category and
you have shot the Minimum Qualifying Score
(MQS), and attended the necessary tournaments, you will be named to the National Team.
Benefits of being on the National Team can
include help with funding to some events and
with some equipment.
8. There will be World Championships in 2021
(they may move it to 2022) and in 2023. There
will also be other international events. Pay
attention to your calendars and emails so you
know the processes to shoot in the trials and
make those teams. Some of the events allow
only limited numbers of competitors and you
have to earn a place at the trials; others have no
limits and you can fund yourself if you don’t
make the team. Trials events are good experience, even it you don’t make the team.
9. Shoot in the Paralympic trials; you’ll either

make the team . . . or you won’t. If you do, congratulations! If not, start over again and get
ready for 2028 in the USA!

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Building a Three-Function
Compound Bow Stabilizer Mount
by William Moltzan
Modern bow stabilizers come in all shapes,
sizes, configurations and price points. With so much
variety available commercially, a person like me who
likes to experiment and make things did not want to
spend a lot on something that may not suit me weeks
or months from now. My solution is almost always to
make something once I decide what to try.
I recently was using an inexpensive 30˝ front stabilizer. For quite awhile, actually couple of years, I
didn’t notice any difference even trying different
weights on the end of it. One day the graphite tube
fell out of it’s coupler. Okay, who cares, doesn’t do
anything anyway. I resumed shooting and I could feel
the bow swinging back and forth in the wind . . a lot!
Wow! I sure noticed that. I stuck the graphite part
back in the coupler and really noticed how much
more stable it was. I happened to have ferrule cement
for building fishing rods, something else I do, so I
used that to repair the stabilizer. The glue is actually
made for that exact application.
One day in a coaching session with Coach Steve
Ruis, he noticed I would grab the bow after each shot
and told me that is a problem. I actually did that
intentionally for two reasons. My old bow hunting
days 20 feet up in a tree, last thing you want is to drop
your expensive bow. At that height it’s guaranteed to
be severely damaged. So I trained myself to grab the
bow after the shot. Never gave me a problem or concern. Slings weren’t yet popular back then. I did the
same with the target compound so it wouldn’t fall forward and hit the ground since I was only using a front
stabilizer. That worked but now I’m told that’s not a
good thing.
The solution? I needed a rear stabilizer to offset
the front. I decided I needed to have the stabilizers
give me a zero balance to cure me of grabbing the bow
as described. Having the bow just loosely hang on my
hand after the shot felt strange but the zero balance
really helped and cured that problem. I checked on
available stabilizer mounts in all different ranges of
prices. I also checked my metals on hand and of
course I had what I need. At least three inches of 1˝ x
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1˝ square aluminum bar, my favorite 6061 aircraft
grade aluminum. Wonderful stuff. Inexpensive, strong
and easy to machine.
I’d been using a bow sling attachment that
mounts under the front stabilizer so I decided to
incorporate a bow sling into the stabilizer mount. At
that time the sling was just in case I did drop the bow.
My design was to be able to mount a front and rear
stabilizer along with a bow sling. I already had stabilizer quick detach units I made (described in Archery
Focus Nov-Dec 2017).
For this project I only needed that three inches of
1˝ x 1˝ 6061 aluminum bar stock. Currently it’s going

for about $8 US dollars a foot plus shipping. I can
always get smaller pieces on various auction sites.
Whenever I order metals, I see what I’m low on or
may need in the future and add to the order to save on
shipping. My stabilizer mount design is quite simple
only needing a slot in the middle and six holes, three
of them threaded.
First I need to figure how wide the slot needs to
be. I measure the width of the riser where the front
stabilizer bushing is (see photos next page). It measures
0.907˝ so we’ll make the slot 1˝. This gives me 0.050˝
on each side of the riser/bushing. I could make it
tighter but this worked fine. I was just trying to “keep
it simple.”
Hole Descriptions
5
#1 ⁄16˝ x 24 drilled through. Tapped at least ½˝
deep. Use 0.2720 or #I drill bit
Continued on the Next Page
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#2 1⁄4˝ x 20 drilled 0.406˝ deep. Use 0.2010˝ or #7
drill bit
#3 1⁄4˝ x 20 drilled 0.406˝ deep. Use 0.2010˝ or #7
drill bit
#4 5⁄16˝ drilled through, top chamfered
#5 5⁄16˝ drilled though
5
#6 ⁄16˝ drilled through, top chamfered

Mount Showing Hole Offsets

tool or file to smooth all edges.
I use 1⁄4˝ braided rope for the sling. I take 5⁄8˝
pieces of 1⁄4˝ heat shrink tubing and shrink them
over the ends of the rope, making nice finished ends
that won’t unravel. The 1⁄4˝ heat shrink tubing is
0.30˝ OD and 0.25˝ ID. The rope is 21˝ long and
slides easily into the 5⁄16˝ holes drilled into the
mount and locked into place with 1⁄4˝ x 20 setscrews.
Install the rope sling after the mount is installed on
the bow.

Hole Descriptions

I used a mini-mill to machine the slot using a
end mill. Precision isn’t mandatory for this project. Making markings with a fine point sharpie or
even a pencil is fine. I made all the holes with the mill
as well but a hand drill would work and as would a
drill press. For hole #1 a standard 5⁄16˝ x 24 tap
works fine. On holes #2 & #3 a 1⁄4˝ x 20 “bottoming”
tap is preferred if you have one since the set screws
need to screw into holes #4 & #6 to tighten against
the sling rope. The tapered end of a standard taper tap
is about 5⁄16˝ long so it may or may not go deep
enough to have the last thread or two be fully cut. The
bottoming tap would handle that. You could also use
the standard taper tap and go as far as you can then
run your set screw into the hole to iron out the last
couple threads. When done machining, use a debur
1⁄2˝
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Sling Materials

Quick Disconnects from My 2017 AFm Article
The main bolt that attaches the quick disconnect and
mount to the bow front stabilizer bushing is 5⁄16˝ x
24 and is 1.5˝ long. It requires two 5⁄16˝ nylon washers. One between the mount and bow bushing and
the other between the mount and quick disconnect.
The bolt that attaches the quick disconnect for the
Archery Focus

(Left) Mount Showing Quick-Disconnects (from previous article),
nylon washers, and set screws (both sides of mount)

rear stabilizer is 5⁄16˝ x 24 and is 3⁄4˝ long. The
setscrews that lock the sling into the 5⁄16˝ holes are
1⁄4˝ x 20 x 1⁄4˝ long.

Completed Mount Spruced Up a Bit

When I first made this mount, I thought it would be
temporary but after seven years, I’m still using it.

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Hosting Tournaments
During a Pandemic
Bob Ryder
Not for the faint of heart! That is one way to describe
the feat for a tournament director who is willing to
take on the job of hosting archery championships or
even archery tournaments during a pandemic.
Another way of describing such a tournament director is … not for the sound of mind!
Where this story begins is at the 2020 US
National Indoor Championships in Harrisonburg,
VA, held February 28th thru March 1st, 2020. I am
used to being a little run down after a US Indoor since
I normally put in three or four 16-hour days in a row.
But when that tournament was over, I actually fell ill.
I was originally diagnosed with double pneumonia . .
. but a few days later I was diagnosed as the first person to test positive for COVID-19 in our hospital’s
service area. The news hit the paper recognizing my
accomplishment without actually giving up my identity, thank goodness.
I was down for the count for two or three weeks
but was fortunate enough to recover completely. I
accept the fact that all that I am, all the good in my
life, and the fact that I am still alive is due to the many
blessings God has bestowed upon me. This may be
why I find myself in the unique position I am in this
year.
After 12 months of cancellations and interruptions to our normal activities due to the impact of the
Coronavirus, I am determined to do what I can to
bring our competitors an opportunity to return to
quality archery competitions and championships.
I will be serving as Tournament Director as the
Shenandoah Valley Target Archers in cooperation
with the James Madison University Archery Team
will be hosting:
2021 VA State & US National Indoor C’ships
Harrisonburg, VA 3/26-28/21
2021 East Region Outdoor Collegiate C’ships
Harrisonburg, VA 4/23-25/21
2021 US National Collegiate Target C’ships
Richmond, VA 5/20-23/21
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As Admiral Farragut once said during the Civil
War: “Damn the Torpedoes! Full Speed Ahead!”
However, with the Coronavirus still raging and
spiking in many areas as I write this article, I am
determined to put on quality competitions with a
minimum of risk to all participants, coaches, and
spectators. What I will be doing in the remainder of
this article is laying out in detail the precautions I will
introduce at these events in order to safe proof the
archers and other participants.
The Virginia State/US Indoor is the earliest
event scheduled so I will go through the experience
awaiting the competitors and spectators to ensure
their safety.
Arrival
The building we have rented for the US Indoor,
Horizon’s Edge Sports Complex, offers us the opportunity to have at least two exterior doors. We will take
advantage of this and allow entry only through one
door and exit only through another door. This will
allow less congestion and mixing of archers coming
and going at the shift changes.
Screening at Entry
Archers approaching the entrance to the facility will
be met with signs stating that Face Masks and Social
Distancing are required as they wait in line to gain
entry. Just inside the entrance each person will answer
several questions and then have their temperature
taken.
The questions they will be asked are:
1 – Do you have any of the following symptoms?
A cough, trouble breathing, shortness of breath,
chills, significant body aches, unusual headache,
sore throat, loss of smell or taste.
2 – In the last 2 weeks . . . have you been instructed
by a medical professional to quarantine for 14 days
or be in isolation for 10 days?
3 – In the last 14 days . . . have you been in
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direct/close contact with someone who has recently tested positive for COVID-19?
Their temperature will then be taken by an
Electronic Non-contact Forehead Thermometer that
provides clear results for all involved. The thermometer has a digital readout for specific information. But
to make results quick and clear for those approved to
pass, the background of the readout will be GREEN
for temperatures under 99.4, YELLOW for temperatures from 99.4-100.3, and RED for temperatures
100.4 and above. Just in case the operator is falling
asleep from boredom, an alarm goes off whenever a
temperature of 100.4 or above is encountered.
Naturally, any individual setting off this alarm will be
turned away. Once they have passed the screening,
they will be asked to take a shot of hand sanitizer
from a touch-less dispenser to protect everyone inside
from the germs they may be carrying into the venue.
Once the archer has completed this ritual a member
of our staff will put a color-coded band on their wrist,
and they will be allowed entry to the facility.

tition is capped at 50 at this time but we anticipate
some change before the event takes place. Those individuals who are approved to attend as a spectator will
have to pass through the same screening as the archers
and will be banded in the same manner.
Note The staff at the event will be wearing facemasks and disposable gloves for the protection of all
visitors (and themselves).
Target Assignments
Once the archers have entered the facility, they can go
directly to their shooting position and set up their
equipment. This is possible because all competitors
will receive their target assignments by email ahead of
the event to eliminate the possibility of a bottleneck
at registration getting their target assignments.
Spacing During Competition
They will find their scorecards on clipboards at their
shooting positions. There will be only two archers per
mat shooting two lines. The targets will be spaced so
that there will be at least 6 between archers while
they are on the line. Seating for competitors will also
create the same 6 feet spacing for archers waiting for
the action to begin.

About the Wrist Bands
We have a different color Tyvek wristband for each
round in an effort to control the number of archers
and spectators that are in the facility at any one time.
Once your round is complete all competitors and
spectators will be required to leave to allow our planning for social distancing and compliance with the
limitations established by state mandate.
Spectators
The maximum number of spectators for this compeArchery Focus

Face Masks
Archers, staff, and spectators will all be required to
wear face masks and/or face shields while in the facility. The only exception to this rule will be for archers
when on the shooting line.
Caution
We will caution the archers, by way of regular
announcements, to show extra discipline to maintain
social distancing when waiting to be called to the
shooting line, when scoring at the targets, when turning in scorecards, when using restrooms, and when
shopping for merchandise.
Continued on the Next Page
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wristband will be issued for each round and only one
color of wristband will be allowed in the facility at a
time.
Preparing for the Next Round
Once the archers have exited the facility, the staff will
wipe down all seating with disinfectant, and use a disinfectant fogger to disinfect all mats, stands and clipboards. New pens will be put out with all new
scorecards on the freshly disinfected clipboards.

Exit
Once the scoring for the round is complete the
archers turn their scorecards into our scoring team,
pack up their equipment and leave through the door
marked EXIT. All spectators from that round will
also be required to leave at that time. A different color

Repeat
Here we go again. We will go through this process
between each of the six rounds of competition we
plan to run for the event.
You will notice that we didn’t talk much about the
equipment and supplies that we bought just to deal
with COVID-19, but below I provide a listing of
those items to help you if you find that you are also
“Not Sound of Mind.”
Special Equipment and Supplies
SIMZO HW-F7
Non-Contact Forehead Thermometer (2)
FAYLISVOW

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Touch-less Sanitizer Dispenser Station (2)
RYOBI
18v Cordless Fogger (1)
WORUIJIA
Anti-Fog Face Shields (20)
ZUBREX
Face Masks (100)
HIZEK
Disposable Nitrile Gloves (200)
Wrist-band.com
Wrist Bands (1,500)
RMR
RMR-141 RTU Disinfectant Cleaner (4 gallons)
HYDRA PEARL Hand Sanitizer Gel (4 gallons)
That pretty much sums up what we are doing out of
the ordinary for the US Indoor but keep in mind we
are keeping abreast of all developments and state
directives and mandates on a daily basis and we hope
conditions will allow for some relaxation of the
restrictions as we move forward.

The outdoor tournaments we will be running in
April and May really do allow an opportunity for
optimism as the vaccine continues to provide hope in
bringing the spread under control. But more than that
is the fact that outdoors provides so much more natural opportunity to continue social distancing. We
will use many of the same techniques that we are
putting in place for the US Indoor to protect everybody shooting these outdoor events as well.
To keep everyone safe all we have to do is just use
our heads. Think of where the archers normally
bunch up and eliminate the cause or change the traffic
pattern. The one thing that can not be tolerated is to
allow the archers or spectators to thumb their noses at
the procedures we have put in place for their protection. If someone feels the need to express his freedom
by refusing to follow the protocols you have put in
place, promptly escort them to the exit and invite
them not to return. Your job is hard enough without
having to battle resistance from those you are trying
to serve.
Don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions or
suggestions you may have. Thanks for listening to my
thoughts. I hope to see you on the shooting field . . .
after the pandemic!

Ryobi Cordless Fogger
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches
can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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BIOHACKING

What Hormones Trigger in Us and How We Can Influence Them
by Markus Wagner

“Chocolate makes you happy!” “Food makes you
happy!” “Sun makes you happy!” “Love makes you
happy!” “Sports are fun!” There are endless sayings
that describe positive feelings. To this day, science is
still not quite in agreement about where exactly these
feelings of happiness come from and how they arise.
However, one thing is now clear: biologically hormones, neurotransmitters, and messenger substances
are significantly involved. Our hormone system is
largely responsible for how our emotional life looks.
The good news is that we can influence it through
certain activities.
Our endocrine system includes all organs and cell
systems that produce so-called signalling and messenger substances (hormones) and send them to the corresponding organs/cells, for example, via the blood or
lymphatic pathways. The human body has a large
number of hormones. Among other things, they control energy and water balance, reproduction, and
growth.

This system is very finely tuned and has the task
of keeping our body in balance (see figure below).
Since these processes naturally occur unconsciously and we do not want to go through the entire
subject of endocrinology here, I have only pulled out
a few hormones that can definitely be influenced by
certain activities and help us to feel good.
The six hormones of happiness are:
Serotonin
Dopamine
Adrenaline
Norepinephrine
Oxytocin
Endorphins
What can each of the happiness hormones do?
Serotonin reduces anxiety and aggression, provides a good night’s sleep, and stimulates memory.
Deficiency can lead to fatigue, irritability, anxiety,
sensitivity to pain, sleep disturbances, food cravings.
Stress over a long period of time, vitamin B6 deficiency or chronic infections can cause serotonin levels to decrease more and more. As
a result, other ailments can develop and
our good mood decreases.
Dopamine spurs us on to activities
that can make us happy and provides
reward effects.
Adrenaline is released in exciting situations and makes us more efficient.
Norepinephrine has an antidepressant
effect, makes us awake and leads to more
drive. Blood pressure is increased in order
Continued on the Next Page
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to be able to (re-)act quickly in dangerous situations.
Oxytocin According to the Humboldt
Foundation, it ensures that we bond with other people, and incidentally prevents depression. Phenylethylamine is responsible for the butterflies in your
stomach and the moist hands that go all, all due to
this small molecule.
Endorphins Endorphins also do a lot. They are
called “endogenous morphines.” These morphines can
be produced by the body itself. They are produced in
the brain in the pituitary gland and the hypothalamus. Physical touch of longer than 20 seconds causes
the increased release of endorphins.
But how can we consciously influence our body to
release more of these little “feel-good helpers”? Can
we “hack” our hormonal system? Well, there is no one
exercise or action that makes us jump in the air with
euphoria. As is so often the case, it’s the mix of things
that makes it possible for us to feel generally better,
happier. Therefore, here are a few hacking tools that
everyone can try out for themselves (if they don’t
already practice this on a daily basis anyway):
Everyday Hack: Touch
Who doesn’t feel good when
they are taken in the arm?
Studies have shown that people who are in a happy relationship often have higher
serotonin levels than singles.
But that doesn’t mean singles
have to do without the “feelgood hormone.” Anyone who
has a cat or a dog, for example, knows how good it feels
to stroke pets. And you can
treat yourself to a massage
where you can relax.

the table.
Salmon instead of steak and lots of wholemeal
bread, spelt pasta or oatmeal! Through the glucose
that the body receives in this way, more tryptophan is
formed in the brain, from which serotonin is formed.
The fans of the saying “chocolate makes happy” must
unfortunately be disappointed. It is true that chocolate also contains tryptophan, but unfortunately the
amount is not sufficient to increase good mood in the
long term. Apart from that, too much sugar makes
you fat, is not really good for your teeth and promotes
inflammation.
This is the source of the recommendation that
you take “comfort foods” along with you when competing internationally.
Everyday Hack: Stress Reduction with Sports
According to a World Health Organization (WHO)
recommendation, we should do 150 minutes of moderate or 75 minutes of intensive exercise per week. In
doing so, we then not only do something for our
health, but the number of happiness hormones
involved also increases. Physical exercise reduces
stress, boosts the immune system and reduces excess
fat cells. It can also prevents cardiovascular disease. I
also like to recommend here that you create a “balance” in addition to our archery. Depending on the

Everyday Hack: Nutrition
Hippocrates (born ca. 460 BCE, died ca. 375 BCE)
said: “What we eat determines our mood.” so this
“hack” has been recognized for a long time.
It can’t really be proven that individual foods can
specifically drive happiness levels up, but it definitely
has an impact on what our diet looks like overall.
For example, a diet low in protein and high in
carbohydrates with plenty of fish can lead to more
balance. Too much meat is also not healthy anyway,
and according to the German Nutrition Society, no
more than 300 to 600 grams per week should be on
36
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ambition of archery, stress can arise from time to
time. In order to prevent this, jogging, swimming or
other sports such as badminton, squash or, as in the
picture, simply throwing a few baskets on the basketball court with a few friends can help. Just whatever
you enjoy doing at the moment.

They are similar to active ingredients in cannabis, as
the name suggests.
But serotonin, dopamine, adrenaline and noradrenalin could also trigger a kind of intoxication that
can occur during sports. There is still plenty of room
for science to make further, new findings here.

Everyday hack: Good Mood and Humor
“Laughter makes you happy” - I’m sure everyone
knows this too. When we laugh, we simply feel good.
It is much easier to live with humor. But who can
walk around laughing 24/7. It’s not so easy not to take
everything so seriously. After a stressful day, not
everyone feels like laughing. But this is where a funny
series can change your mind. Playing with small children can also provide countless laughs.

Conclusion
We can do a few things to activate our happiness hormones. In addition to sports, partnership, healthy
food and a good sense of humor, everyone has other
things that make them happy. A job that we may even
enjoy, maintaining social contacts, helping other people and, above all, being healthy all contribute to the
fact that we can simply be in a good mood.
Even if it is certainly not easy in the current situation and times of COVID-19 to see something positive and to “find happiness”, we can still do
something for our well-being. Loosely based on
Maya Angelou, “If you can’t change a problem,
change your attitude about the problem!” So I am
also someone who always tries to think positively
even in difficult situations. It doesn’t always change
the situation itself, but it just feels better.
The utility of these hacks to archers should be
obvious: when you reach a patch in a tournament
where things are not going according to plan, it is oh
so easy to get down on ourselves and throw away all
of the opportunities to learn from the experience or
to get back on track and compete harder. Use a hack
to change your mood or attitude and get back into
your shot routine, refreshed and focussed.
Stay healthy everyone and let’s hope we can get
together again in 2021 at many tournaments.

Laughter has many effects on our body and also
on our hormonal system. Stress hormones are reduced
and the activity of serotonin and dopamine changes.
The endorphins that are now released help with
malaise and the lousy mood. That’s why scientists or
therapists who have patients with depression often
recommend “laughter therapy.”
Intoxication From Within: Four Happiness Hormones Are Released During Sports
It has long been assumed that endorphins are also
responsible for feelings of happiness during sports.
However, this is only an hypothesis that has not been
proven. It could also be that so-called endocannabinoids are responsible for the famous runner’s high.
Archery Focus
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching Archery,
and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying
tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching book,
Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-intermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all archery
coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1 & 2
Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching
Library is a effort to supply archery
coaches with a literature, not just on
the shooting of arrows out of bows
but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Amazon.com
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Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

ConfessionsofanArcheryMom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while
just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious:
Corrections, Adaptions,
and Compensations
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Since you have become serious about archery
you have probably experienced all three of the things
discussed in this article: corrections, adaptions, and
compensations. Corrections are basically asking you
to do things differently because the way you were
doing something wasn’t working. It is sometimes hard
to explain, but there isn’t “wrong” and “right” when it
comes to learning how to shoot arrows.
We’ll let you in on what is really happening.
When an archer entertains the sport seriously, they
must “build a shot.” Basically, everyone shoots in a
slightly different way. Do not misunderstand this.
This does not mean you get to shoot any which way
you think of. The whole purpose of having an archery
coach is, well, everything you can think of has already
been tried. We now know pretty much what works
and what does not. So, your coach is there to guide
you to being closer to what has been tested to work.
But if you look closer at champion-level archers, they
are all a little different from one another. Think about
it. Their equipment is different: some shoot a 30˝ stabilizer, others a 34˝ stabilizer; some shoot aluminum
arrows, others shoot carbon arrows, still others shoot
a different brand of arrows. All of their bows were
made by different manufacturers and, even if they
were built by the same manufacturer, the chances that
two bows were set up identically is near zero.
Then add in the fact that the archers are different:
they are different in height (so also in draw length) and
strength, in dexterity and many mental aspects, too.
Corrections The upshot is “everyone the same,
everyone different” as Coach Kim of Korea says. Your
shot will be your shot, one not shot by any other archer.
You must build this as your first order of business.
Archery Focus

Once you have chosen to shoot a particular style, the
way you shoot will be close to the way everyone else in
that style shoots, and that’s why coaches ask you to
“correct” what you are doing . . . because you are too far
from that optimum form that produces the best results.
Adaptions Other things may need to be adapted
as you go, For example, young archers often experience a problem when they reach a new competitive
group (usually dictate by age). So, you have a birthday,
and surprise, you are now competing with people, all
of whom are older than you and, you are typically
competing at longer distance. The problem encountered is called “making distance.” Since you aren’t as
old or maybe as strong as your peers, you may find
that to hit the new farther target, you have to hold
your bow so high that your bow sight is no longer “on
the target face.” So, what are you supposed to do,
guess? Well, no we can adapt some things. For example, we can get you new lighter arrows or we could get
you a stronger bow or stronger limbs for your current
bow. But what if you don’t have the strength yet to
pull that “heavier bow” or you haven’t saved up the
money for new arrows, what can be done?
There are lots of things that can be done. If you
have been using a “high anchor” we can change your
technique to using a “low anchor.” Lowering the rear
of the arrow is just as good as raising the front to get
you more distance. If you are already using a low
anchor, we can add a “shelf ” to your tab (see photo) to
move your tab and the end of the arrow even lower.
We can even do an “archery hack!” We can give you
an opposite-handed finger tab (e.g. left-handed if you
are right-handed), place it on your right hand (upside
Continued on the Page 45
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L A R R Y WI S E
ON
C OACH IN G A R C H E R Y
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Many tabs come with a small “shelf” that can be adjusted up or down
to fine-tune the distance you can shoot from a normal anchor.

down) and now the little slot in your finger tab is
between your second and third fingers rather than
first and second. This makes for a much greater distance you can shoot “normally” at.
Compensations Sometimes, however there is just
not much that can be done. Sometimes your coach
will suggest a compensation. This is a slight change you
can make that compensates for some part of your
form that you cannot yet perform “correctly.” This is
something that isn’t quite “right” but helps you to
continue to shoot and learn and which you can then
“train out” somewhat later.
For example, many youngsters who have slight
builds struggle to hold their bow “up” and in place

through the entire shot. The muscles that
hold up the bow don’t mature until your late
teens, so this is a problem. Yu can adapt your
equipment by making it as lights as possible, but
often as not, archers just have one bow and can’t afford
to by a superlight bow to use while their musculature
develops. So, we can recommend some changes in the
way you shoot that will compensate for this problem,
which will not complete correct the problem, but will
help you to continue to participate and learn . . . without making bad habits out of those compensations. For
example, you people with “too heavy bows,” widening
your stance helps; leaning slightly away from the target
helps. Later you will need to learn to shoot while
standing straight up and down, and you can tailor your
stance to work best for you.
It is important for you to know when you are
using compensations, because you do not want to get
comfortable with these being your best way to shoot.
These things aren’t designed to be a permanent part
of your shot, just something to help you through a
rough patch. Just like a cast on a broken leg, when the
leg heals, the cast is removed and discarded. You don’t
wear the thing the rest of your life.

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:
Compensations
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Young archers, on the way up. often have to live
with suboptimal form simply because their bodies
haven’t full developed. Since they cannot do it “right,”
they compensate. For example, young archers often
struggle to hold their bows up through the followthrough form element. This is because the deltoid
muscles of their upper arms don’t full develop until
they are near adults, ca. 18 years old. (That age is an
average and there are exceptions to the rule.)
Would you know what compensations to recommend to help them until they mature? Most coach
training programs do not even mention these things.
There is a compensation they can use to help hold
their bows up and that is “widening their stance.”
There are field archers who have gotten into the
habit of shooting with their feet quite close together.
This is simply to avoid having to stand on uneven
ground, but if you shoot on a flat field, there is no such
problem. To explore stance width, if you start with
your heels touching and then slowly widen your
stance, you will discover there is a zone of possible
stances in which you feel stable. If your stance is too
narrow, you will have trouble staying balanced in the
side-to-side plane of your body. If your stance is too
wide, you will have trouble staying balanced in the
plane at a right angle to your body (front-to-back).
But there are quite a few widths that feel . . . fine.
Moving your student to a stance width closer to the
outer limit of that range is what we are recommending
here.
For young archers, a little wider stance gives them
more leverage in holding their bow arm up, which
makes it a good compensation. Later on, as their upper
arm muscles develop they can narrow their stance
should they want to.
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Another such “compensation” is leaning, slightly,
away from the target to compensate for a bow that is
too heavy to hold up through the shot.
Wherefrom Come These?
As a coach, how do you find or design these compensations? Which of these possibilities are not good
compensations and are really form flaws in disguise
and will be more trouble than they are worth?
Good compensations are compensations that help
now and can be trained out fairly easily later. This is
why burdening a young archer with a “too heavy” bow,
leading to months, if not years, of practice “dropping
their bow arm,” a known form flaw, is not a good idea.
Helping them to avoid doing that with a bit of extra
stance width and, possibly, a very slight lean away from
the target can help. Excessive amounts of either will
not be easily trained out and, if there is a guiding principle here, it is “a little goes a long way” when it comes
to compensations.
Part Science, Part Psychology
When addressing one of these “can’t quite make it to
proper form” moments, part of the compensation you
suggest will probably be part science and part psychology.
Part Science As an experiment, place your feet so
that they touch and pick your bow up and hold it in
full draw position, just with your bow arm. You will
find that holding that position is a bit of a struggle.
Now, rest for half a minute and then repeat this experiment but with your heels shoulder width apart (not
your toes, your heels). You will find it easier. If you take
an extra wide stance, you will find holding your bow
up even easier, but at that point you may find it hard
Archery Focus

“Good compensations are compensations that help now and can
be trained out fairly easily later.”
not to sway to and fro (because you went too far).
The science of this is simply that of simple
mechanics. If the center of mass of a building, for
example, gets into a position that a vertical dropped
from that point gets outside the edge of the base of the
building, look out because that building is going to tip
over. If you want to build a tall building, you need a
“wide” base. The Egyptians discovered this as they
were learning to build monumental pyramids. If your
“base” as an archer is too narrow, you will be easy to tip
over and the force of gravity acting upon a bow held at
arm’s length is definitely outside of base archer’s base,
aka their footprint. Yet, being stable at full draw is necessary for consistent shooting. What to do, what to
do?
The first compensation most young archers invent
is to lean away from the target, which moves their center of mass over their stance at a minimum. They may
not even think to widen their stance at all. So, you now
have a “tell” in that if a young archer is leaning away
from the target, his/her bow is quite likely too heavy
(or it used to be and they developed the habit).
Another compensation they may adopt almost
automatically is to hunch their bow shoulder. This
“move” shortens their draw length by moving the bow
closer to their body, making it easier to hold up. This,
of course, is not desired as it also makes one’s draw
length variable, based upon how much shoulder hunch
is employed.
Part Psychology We are all familiar with placebos
used in medical studies. These drugless “sugar pills” are
often more effective than the ones with a drug in
them. Sometimes our brains are capable of turning a
nothing into a something. Such can be the case with
archery corrections. If you make one correction, often
others fall into line. The same is true, we think, for
compensations. When you make one, other things
may fall into line.
We try to explain to young archers and their parents that something they are doing is suboptimal and
that later that will no longer be acceptable, but for the
time being . . . we will do this a different way. Clearly
some sort of special dispensation is being offered.
There are multiple reasons for doing this. One is that
psychologically, the archer feels it is okay doing what
they are doing, and won’t feel bad about shooting “the
Archery Focus

wrong way.” In addition, onlookers who are
trying to be helpful may just point out their
“form flaw’ and offer corrections. We teach all
of our young students the “Magic Words:” “Gee
mister, thanks! I will tell my coach the next time I see
him/her.” And then they are to continue without trying out the suggestion of our “helpful archer.” (Oh, we
do ask them to come back and tell us about the interaction. Sometimes such “tips” are helpful.)
Young archers trying to create a repeatable shot do
not need to be pestered constantly about the flaws in
their form when they are unavoidable. By explaining
the compensation to the athlete and what will happen
later and that everything is “okay for now,” they can
move on in their training while still enjoying their
sport. (We won’t mention parents who nag their kids
about sports flaws . . . oops, we just did. A pox on
them.)
Before Implementing Compensations
Before incorporating a compensation, you are better
off recommending a correction. If your young charge
is struggling with holding up their recurve bow and
they just got a new metal-risered bow with all kinds of
stabilizers, end weights, back weights, etc., try stripping off all of the V-bars, end weights, and back
weights first. The cause of the problem is the bow is
too heavy, so lower the burden.
If after lightening their load, the bow is still too
heavy (signified by them dropping their bow arm and
not being able to correct that problem), you can recommend they go back to their old lighter bow for a
time (presumably wood or plastic risers are way lighter
than metal risers). This gives the archer a clear goal to
train into their new bow, so they might undertake
some strength training exercises.
This also indicates why your guidance is needed
when your students purchase new gear. If they are lusting after a metal-risered bow, you can ask them to borrow one and shoot some arrows with it during a lesson.
If they drop their bow arm and can’t control it, you at
least have the ability to recommend a lighter weight
recurve bow, maybe one with a magnesium riser.

“Young archers trying to create
a repeatable shot do not need to
be pestered constantly about the
flaws in their form when they
are unavoidable.”
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Want Lots More on Coaching Archery?

Two new collections of essays on coaching archery from Coach
Steve Ruis, guaranteed to stir your coaching juices and get you
thinking. Many of these essays have not been published before so
here is the only place you
will find them. These
essays are addressed to
coaches of all levels, so if
you enjoyed Coaching
Archery, More on
Coaching Archery, Even
More on Coaching
Archery, or Still More
on Coaching Archery,
you will like these, too.
The Watching Arrows
Fly Coaching Library is
a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not just on the shooting of arrows out
of bows but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Amazon.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to
Archery (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.
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